Of course, the Uni library is the focal point of the school for research and books and a quiet
place to study. But Uni’s library also serves as the hub of the school all day, every day. The
library staff, plus the SLACers (Student Library Advisory Committee), keep things moving with
fun and engaging events. They even have a dragon mascot, named “Pickle Yudaina” after an
exhaustive “Name That Gender Neutral Dragon” contest.
Throughout the year, the library has hosted “Agora Unleashed” events, to keep the innovative
and interactive aspects of Uni’s legendary Agora Days spirit going all year. They hosted Agora
Unleashed discussions on veganism, anti-heroes, Marfan Syndrome, the ongoing significance of
Black History Month, gender neutrality at Uni and beyond, messages around masculinity, media
representations of Kesha and Kim Kardashian, the discovery of gravitational waves created by
colliding black holes, and pediatric cancer.
The library regularly hosts both planned and impromptu discussions of current events and
important issues, and provides a place for students to relax with puzzles, classic board games,
and crafting sessions on mask-making and Japanese crocheting, as well as a gift-wrapping
station during the holidays. By popular demand, they also brought back the Teachers On
Dates story hour, where staff and faculty dished on some of their more embarrassing forays
into romance.
New glass marker boards were a big hit for students looking to collaborate, and served as the
the focus of a project for Women’s History Month (prompt: Write something about a woman
who inspires you.) The project was a big success, with lots of lovely tributes and only one “your
mom” joke.
During teen tech week, students learned how to manage their online images as they look ahead
to college and job searches. The library continued celebrating teen tech by helping students
make their own 3D projectors using smart phones.
At the end of each semester, in addition to providing a quiet study space and help with lastminute projects, the library is home to Uni’s “Relaxation Station” featuring puzzles, coloring,
games and calming images on the screens to help students through a stressful time.

